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HOME  /  Vietnam

The view is framed by eight-metre floor-to-ceiling windows 
that stretch across the space. With no clear dividing walls 
for different rooms and with little furniture, the home has 
an ascetic, almost monastic, quality. ‘I tried to keep things 
simple, staying away from anything artificial,’ says Nguyen. 
‘The decor is meant not to detract from the natural beauty 
of the trees, the green mountains, the open sky.’ An open 
kitchen sits under the main staircase, and Nguyen added 
wood to a stepping stool normally used to reach a high 
altar, creating a staircase to lead to his stark bedroom — a 
raised platform with a low bed.

Scattered around the concrete-floored living area below, a 
few pieces of furniture from local designers are combined 
with makeshift items. ‘I have the odd habit of “repurposing” 
anything,’ explains Nguyen. ‘I often use old helmets or car 
parts to make lamps and other objects, or simply use bare 
bulbs. I also design my own cabinets.’ Adding to the raw 
aesthetic is a simple stone archway leading into a rear 
courtyard, and a large fireplace that Nguyen says reminds 
him of mountain homes where people normally keep an 
open fire for cooking.

Since returning, Nguyen has breathed new life into 
Hanoi’s art scene. Although he humbly downplays his 
role, not only has he become known for holding poetry 
readings and jazz performances but he was also among 
the key players to set up a space in Zone 9, an abandoned 
pharmaceutical factory turned arts hub. Tadioto was a 
hive of activity, hosting architects, musicians and fashion 
designers from across the globe and even mounting small 
film festivals. Although Zone 9 was shut down after six 
months, forcing Tadioto to relocate, Nguyen is optimistic 
about future ventures. He is looking to open a new gallery 
and set up small pop-ups focusing on both food and art.

In the meantime, the sense of community that Nguyen 
always sought is alive in his own home, where he often 
hosts painters and writers. And while he has finally put 
down permanent roots and calls Tam Dao home, he is 
hardly the average local; his sunken property remains an 
anomaly among his neighbours’ tall colourful villas. ‘From 
the road, all you can see is the roof,’ he says with a smile. ‘I 
don’t think they have seen a modernist house here before. 
They still keep thinking I’ve only built the foundation.’

Vietnamese-American writer Nguyen Qui Duc has 
lived in San Francisco, London and the Moroccan 
city Essaouira, but never quite felt at home until he 

discovered a patch of land in the mist-shrouded mountains 
of Vietnam. Like many others fleeing communist rule, he 
left his country as a teenager but always felt a longing 
to return. ‘Although I enjoyed the opportunities in the 
West, I felt I had to be somebody else. I wanted a stronger 
sense of community,’ he recalls. ‘When I first came back to 
Vietnam in 1989, I fell in love with Hanoi. I found many 
friends in artistic circles, and inspiring projects involving 
writing and filmmaking.’

Seventeen years later, Nguyen finally took a leap of faith 
and left his job as a radio host in San Francisco to relocate 
to Vietnam’s capital. By the winter of 2007, he had set 
up a bar and gallery called Tadioto. In what he describes 
as an ‘extraordinary stroke of luck’, the writer discovered 
a 500-square-metre plot of land in Tam Dao, about two 
hours’ drive from the heaving metropolis. It transported 
him back to his peaceful childhood: ‘When I first visited, I 
was stunned at how the road winding up the mountains, the 
eucalyptus and pine trees and the stone walls all reminded 
me of Da Lat, where I was born.’ 

Working with local artisans, Nguyen built a 100-square-
metre modernist home set on a cliff cantilevered over a lush 
valley. Opting for an open layout, he selected natural materials 
including glass and ochre-tinged stone from a nearby quarry 
used by locals to build enclosures around fields. 

Stepping on to the property, one first encounters a 
traditional wooden structure known as a ba gian (three-
room house) that serves as a guesthouse. Past a courtyard 
— that evokes a Japanese rock garden — and some plum 
and lemon trees is a bridge with no railings leading to the 
rooftop of the main house. Its dramatic entrance is not for 
the faint-hearted. Instead of a front door, Nguyen installed 
a glass pyramid skylight ‘shaped to echo the mountains’ on 
the edge of the roof. Once slid aside, it exposes a staircase 
descending into the home, where visitors are met with a 
breathtaking sight: a green-tiled pool hovering above an 
expanse of mountains. ‘I worked hard to come up with a 
way to build a house that would not obstruct the view, so kept 
the house low, without an extra floor above,’ explains Nguyen. 



A steep and narrow path joins the house with the road above





A glass pyramid skylight, an unusual entrance for a home, seems to rest precariously at the edge of the rooftop



This page: Eight-metre floor-to-ceiling windows stretch across the front 
of the house, providing unobstructed views of the mountains beyond
Facing page: A vintage daybed is a favourite reading spot for Duc and guests





Another daybed in the alcove under Duc’s sleeping platform is one more favourite spot to read, nap or take in the view



The mountains in the north of Vietnam can be quite cold, so the open fire provides a cosy warmth



A cabinet behind Duc’s desk is a piece he made himself from repurposed junk and other salvaged materials. 
On top sit a ceramic tagine Duc had made locally to his design, a Mao figurine and other found objects



The home’s beloved and well-worn dining table set with locally made ceramics



Duc’s low bed atop the sleeping platform enjoys an open view of the surrounding landscape



A small and sunken Japanese-style courtyard sits behind the house



The pool boasts an extraordinary view





Kulapat Yantrasast’s home on Venice Beach


